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Peer Georga.
My attention vas drawn to the enclosed article published In the
Journal of Corner©*. It Mere that the question of electric power is the
same all over the world.
I discussed this whole affair with Abs on several occasions and Mi
glad that he thought it useful to draw the attention of the student* of the
University of Cologne to the evergrowing seriousness of the powar situation
in the world*
Probably he spoke is the same aula I had some 20 years ago, when I
delivered ay speech on the United States of Europe.
I hope I will be able to go to Mexico la the beginning of June, stay
there for a week or two, and be back early enough is New York to meet you here.
Bachrach flew to Brussels with Patjlljo and will be back Saturday.
I aw expecting Wilmers and Diplock, a London lawyer, on Sunday for the continuation of the Barcelona discussions.
I enclose also copy of a speech, I Intended to deliver at the annual Meeting in Brussels, but which was read instead by Vilmers, as well as
a copy of an article written by Canaille Huysroans. I wrote Camilla; please
find enclosed copy of ay letter to hist*
I think I will have to go to Washington this week.
I believe Harriman is taking his election as President very seriously.
I had a long talk the other day with one of bis close friends, Samuel David
Berger, who was for Many years attached to the London 6h9*HMttLend is now s
very close advisor to Harrisan. Probably you will have noticed7 that Harriiran
said In bis last speech that be can beat Eisenhower.
I have assy, rany things to "tell you, scne of which are ef great
importance.
Cordially yours,
Enclosures

s*

Mr. George S. Messersmith
44 Geneva
Mexico City, Mexico

D. R. Heineman
P*S,
I also enclose copy of a latter which I have
written to Camilla Huysmans as well as copy of his
article about ay address to the shareholdersS meeting; also copy of a letter I wrote to-day to Mr, Abs.
The enclosed reprint from Standard Oil of New Jersey
sill interest you.

